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Abstract: 
 
Media refusal is the voluntary non-use of a media technology or non-consumption of media 
content, entailing an encompassing, resistant attitude toward the media in question. Historically, 
all forms of mass communication have had their detractors; practices of media refusal are present 
wherever media is. Research often focuses on individual motivations for refusal; popular 
discourse often discusses non-use as a remedy for pathological patterns of use of new media (e.g. 
committing “Facebook suicide” in response to a perceived Facebook addiction). 
 
Main text: 
 

Media refusal is the voluntary non-use of a media technology or non-consumption of 
media content. The phenomenon involves an active choice not to engage with some form of 
mediated communication by individuals who otherwise would have access or exposure to the 
technology or content (Portwood-Stacer 2012b; Wyatt et al. 2002). Refusal is not synonymous 
with non-use; rather it denotes discrete practices of non-use in combination with an 
encompassing, resistant attitude toward the media in question. In practice, use and non-use are 
not perfectly binary states; individuals who take a refusing stance may actually fluctuate in their 
levels of use or exposure, though they maintain an overall skeptical or negative orientation 
toward such. Periods of use and non-use may alternate; times when media use is limited or 
curtailed are often referred to as media "diets," "fasts," and even "detoxes" (suggesting, 
psychoanalytically, a deep discomfort with media's impact on users and society at large [Drotner 
1999]). The practice of non-use may also be defined flexibly, as when a "non-user" of television 
owns a television device but chooses not to watch it. 

Media refusal may take various forms of media as its object. The object of resistance may 
be a particular technological device (e.g. smart phone), mode of communicating (e.g. electronic), 
content genre (e.g. news), platform type (e.g. social network sites), or specific media corporation 
(e.g. Facebook). Historically, all forms of mass communication have had their detractors; 
practices of media refusal are present wherever media is. At a collective level, refusal is a face of 
a struggle within society over what media forms mean and what their appropriate place should be. 
Refusal is thus most notable when individuals reject a medium that is very popular or even 
domesticated; think of non-ownership of a television set in a society where 99 percent of 
households have a television set. Refusal also becomes visible in moments of technological 
change or innovation; think of individuals who resist adopting a mobile phone even as mobile 
penetration among the population rapidly rises. The presence of refusers raises important 
questions for a society about the teleology of new media adoption and diffusion (Satchell and 
Dourish 2009; Wyatt 2003). 
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Research in the sociology of communication and technology has identified a range of 
motivations among those who actively resist media; multiple motivations often overlap. Refusal 
may be driven by concerns over privacy, both from other users and from corporate or 
government entities that mine user data for questionable purposes. Refusers may also be 
attempting to avoid interpersonal conflict they perceive as being brought on by their use of a 
device or platform. For example, a dating app user may deactivate her account to placate a new 
partner. Self-improvement is often cited as a reason for abstention from media use, as when a 
Twitter user deactivates in order to be more productive at work. Taste and interest also motivate 
choices about use and non-use: many refusers choose not to consume a particular form of media 
because they simply do not like it or care about it. Finally, media refusal may be the 
manifestation of a principled stance or political belief, as when viewers boycott a particular 
television network because its programming or business practices are objectionable in some way. 
Whatever the motivation(s), the refuser may come to see non-use as a significant aspect of their 
social identity (Krcmar 2009), bringing performative significance to practices of refusal (see 
Portwood-Stacer 2012, Portwood-Stacer 2013). 

Popular discussions of conscious non-use frequently focus on sensationalist perceptions 
of the harms of media in order to explain or advocate for user resistance. In particular, journalists, 
pundits, and even users themselves often invoke the concept of addiction to raise the alarm about 
supposedly problematic patterns of media use, exposure, and attachment, especially by children. 
Those who attempt non-use may use the term "withdrawal" to describe accompanying feelings of 
detachment and desire when use is discontinued. While today we see the addiction discourse 
most often around the use of digital platforms and devices, similar moral panics have occurred 
historically around nearly every new form of mediated communication and entertainment (see 
Drotner 1999; Springhall 1998). Although concerns about media addiction are sometimes 
supported by empirical social science research, they are most clearly informed by the cultural 
and ideological perspectives operating in a society at a given historical moment (see Mittell 
2000).  

Scholarship on media refusal is increasingly seeking to delineate the phenomenon in 
nuanced ways, fleshing out the full spectrum of practices around media use and non-use (e.g. 
“displacement” in which a non-user may access a technology vicariously through users in their 
social world [Satchell and Dourish 2009]). Comparative studies of non-use will explore 
differences among various social groups and among different technologies and content. Media 
refusal should also be explored in the context of different national, political, economic, and 
cultural structures, in order to understand why it occurs, what its consequences are, and what 
meanings it holds. 
 
SEE ALSO: Addiction and Dependency; Consumption and the Internet; Facebook; Media; 
Moral Panics; Online Social Networking; Performativity; Privacy; Refusals 
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